SEASON TREE
Written by Peggy Drake

How To Make
1. Enlarge pattern below to 8.5 x 11.

2. Fold 4 pieces of brown construction paper lengthwise.
3. Place template with line on the folds and trace template on construction paper and cut
out.
4. When opened you should have 4 of this tree shape. See below

5. Draw lines inside all 4 shapes to make branches.

6. Children decorate 3 of the trees. One sponge paint with fall colors (fall leaves). Another
with green paint fingerprints (spring leaves), and the 3rd with torn or cut up green
construction paper (full tree for summer). Winter tree is left bare.
7. Copy poem below and cut apart into seasons.
8. Paste appropriate season text at the base of coordinating tree.
9. Once each decorated tree is dry, fold them back as before.
10. Glue or paste each folded tree on top of each other. One on top of other.
11. When opened – the tree will stand alone.

Tune: Wheels on the Bus
(place on bottom of page with fall leaves)
In the fall the leaves turn colors.
Leaves turn colors, leaves turn colors.
In the fall the leaves turn colors,
Yellow, red, and brown.
(place on bottom of page with winter tree)
In the winter the leaves have died.
Leaves have died, leaves have died.
In the winter the leaves have died.
The tree is now bare.
(place on bottom of page that has spring leaves)
In the spring new leaves will grow
New leaves will grow, new leaves will grow.
In the spring new leaves will grow.
Small baby leaves.
(place on bottom of page that has summer tree)
In the summer the tree is full
Tree is full, tree is full.
In the summer the tree is full.
Giving us cool shade.

